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NEWS IN BOXER 
BRIEFS

Compiled by Anastasia Romanov

Simon Cowell Suggests Zayn Replacements
XFactor judge, Simon Cowell, has recently released a list of top candidates he be

lieves could replace Zayn Malik in One Direction. As the discoverer of the five tal
ented boys, Cowell believes he is the only human on Earth fit for deciding who is 
next. Several celebrities have already demolished rumors of joining One Direction, 
including Yeezus, Lil’ Wayne, and Will Smith. Cowell believes only true artists will 
be able to fill the gap made by Zayn’s solo career and make fans love ID more than 
ever.

“I believe that all of my choices are valid,” Cowell remarks after he released the 
list. “These are people I would vote for on American Idol. ” The White Pine Press has 
decided to fully publish Cowell’s decisive list of experts from his daily blog, simon- 
loveszayn69.com.

1. Taylor Swift—I mean, come on, how cute would it be to see the adorable 
Styles/Swift couple back in action? I would not be able to handle the cuteness, but 
also, One Direction could use a female touch, as if they didn’t get enough female 
touches already.

2. Toby Keith—Besides the fact that he would bring the older-male sexiness to 
the group of youngsters, I would also really like it if he got his Australian ass the hell 
off my show!

3. Val Kilmer—Best remembered as Batman, Val also played in a film portraying 
Jim Morrison, in which Kilmer drunkenly sang several hits from The Doors. If Val 
could permanently stay in this state of acting, he could bring a new badboy feel to 
ID that Zayn so quickly took from the group.

4. Ed Sheehufdisau8oe3hj—[Before I could finish nominating my favorite red
head for the position, he broke into my house and beat me with my own keyboard 
screaming, “I’M NOT GOING TO DO IT! IT WILL NEVER HAPPEN!” What a 
cute little prankster.]

5. Paul McCartney—He’s famous amongst youngsters again.
6. Zayn Malik—No one can be as good as Zayn like Zayn. Please, baby, please 

come back. We miss you and love you and the smell of your hair keeps me up at 
night. Please don’t make me kill myself over how much I love yOU!
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WHITE
PINE

PRESS
EXCLUSIVE!

The White Pine .Paperazzi 
cornered three cult members 
of the infamous WPP Cult 
lead by Elder Billy Pilgrim on 
their way to a cult meeting 
early Wednesday afternoon. 
The three young and beautiful 
followers pleaded, “no 
comment” as our pap asked 
them if they had any inside 
cult information they could 
share with the paper.

After the two others passed to 
go to the mysterious gathering, 
young Joanna Sebawtski told 
our photographer to meet her 
after the meeting in West Hall 
for more information.

When the photographer 
went to the location he was 
ambushed by the female 
cultists and sacrificed to the 
Journalism God. These. were 
the last photos found on his 
camera.

An Open Letter to the 
Douche Who Stole My 
Parking Spot!

I Stu P. Fied
[Mall Santa

Dear owner of the blue pickup truck,
You think you may be 
pregnant and you 
want to know for sure.

You have other questions

too....

How far along am I?

How much time do I have to decide what I'm going to do?

Pregnancy Care Center offers free, confidential

pregnancy testing & ultrasound that can 

answer these questions & so many more.

Call us today: We're here to help you find 
the answers.

^Pregnancy 
Care Center

(231)-929-3488

www.know4sure.org

You probably don’t know me, and that’s fine, but you should. I’m sure you would 
recognize me if you can remember my face of disgust that I know you saw while 
stealing my parking spot on campus. My name is Stu, and I used to be happy. I lived 
a simple life, studying my hardest, going to college a few times a week and getting 
shitfaced on cheap beers on the weekends—the usual. I was at peace with NMC, my 
professors, the universe... until you screwed it up.

The problem, which will be referred as the “dick move,” occurred February 25, 
2015. I would often come in early and maintain ownership of a good spot inside 
the Cedar Lot. I missed setting my alarm clock this one time and knew it would be 
difficult to park where I usually would. I spent several disappointing minutes driving 
around to see if I could find someone backing out or walking to his or her vehicle. 
Finally, I see a young woman walking out to her car. I swear it must have taken her 
like 10 minutes to finally put her keys in the ignition, but my God I waited patiently, 
like a lion preying on a gazelle. That spot was mine. Out of nowhere, you appear... 
the driver backs out in my direction, and you just pulled in all easy peasy.

You broke the sacred covenant between driver and parking spot when you stole my 
space. Everyone knows the driver waiting gets the right of way. Apparently not you. 
You have violated my holy union of that parking spot, and now things will never be 
the same. Your big ass truck has disgraced it, and my faith in the courtesy of parking 
lot driving is forever ruined. So thanks, dick.

How could you stoop so low? This is what France must have felt like when 
Germany blitzkrieged it. Stealing a parking spot like that is exactly the sort of thing 
Hitler would have done! It’s nazi bullshit!

I had to park in Elm lot, freaking ELM LOT! You don’t even know how bad my 
hands dry up in this kind of weather; I had to use moisturizing lotion for a week! 
You have brought physical pain to my poor chapped hands!

You have managed to ruin my life single-handedly in under a minute. You have 
taken my paradise spot and destroyed everything that is good in this world. You 
should really get yourself some truck nuts so you can show everyone how big of a 
dick you are.

Sincerely hoping you step on a lego,
Stu P. Fied
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White Pine Press: Mind-Washing Cult???
Aspen Greenbottom
Anarcho-Natural ist

We all know the White Pine Press as our 
biweekly campus newspaper. It’s composed 
of students who love to write, design, and 
take pictures, along with educators with 
professional experience in journalism. The 
White Pine Press has won many awards, 
which is great for a newspaper that comes 
from a community college campus, but 
also very peculiar. How does a community 
college newspaper manage to do so well? 
There’s only one way: the White Pine Press is 
a cult that uses sacred powers to bring success 
to the paper. While WPP appears to be 
your typical, progressive campus newspaper 
informing students and staff of campus 
events and current issues, there is much more 
that goes into every issue of the White Pine 
Press than most people know. For our safety, 
it’s important that the ongoings within WPP 
are debunked and brought to light. Warning:

CULTIST, ELDER ROMANOV, SUMMONS THE GOD OF JOURNALISM

the information you’re about to read has 
been disclosed anonymously due to fear of 
safety. Do not repeat the information you’re 
about to read or you risk your own life.

It’s a seemingly average Wednesday 
afternoon in the basement of Scholars Hall, 
where the White Pine Press production room 
is located. The staff gathers to “discuss story 
ideas,” or so they say, and then the doors of 
the room are closed and locked. Within the 
production room, all of the Mac computers 
are playing a sacred tune from ancient days 
that supposedly summons an entity of great 
power. The staff lights candles and sits on the 
floor in a circle, chanting “spirit of journalism, 
come forward. O, almighty spirit of catchy 
headlines and convincing testimony, we 
summon you now. We are the kinship, 
the tribe of the White Pine” Suddenly the 
power surges and the room shakes, a swirl

of power and energy consumes the room 
and the staff continues to sit and chant. 
The powerful entity constructs itself into a 
human form... it is the God of Journalism 
himself, Joseph Pulitzer. The staff cries with 
joy! “Oh almighty pioneer of journalism, 
bestow unto us your great knowledge. Tell us 
what we must do to make the next issue of 
the White Pine Press fantastic!” This is where 
things get intense. Pulitzer tells the staff to 
give readers what they want to see but use 
tricky statements with ulterior motives to 
convince readers that White Pine Press is the 
greatest of all campus newspapers. They’re 
brainwashing us! I can’t believe it! “What 
do you have to offer me for my wisdom?” 
Pulitzer asks the staff. The editor in chief, 
Anastasia Romanov speaks up. “Without 
our computers, we would not be able to 
write our articles, upload photos or design 
the layout of the paper. Today we sacrifice to 
your supreme wisdom one of our Macintosh 
desktop computers.” The staff howls with 
delight, as if they have been completely 
submerged into this evil deed. Pulitzer rips 
the computer off the desk and smashes it 
on the ground, and the staff goes wild! They 
dance around the broken computer, stomp 
on it, and continue chanting and thanking 
their god, Pulitzer. After the sacrifice is 
over, Pulitzer vanishes and the staff begins 
discussing story ideas. With every idea that 
is mentioned, the staff figures out a way to 
implement their subliminal messages. You 
don’t believe me? Think about it. In the 
Spring 2015 semester alone, they’ve written 
articles about heroin use, Fifty Shades of Grey,

pornography, binge-watching Netflix shows, 
video games... they’re trying to turn the 
students into heroin-addicted, porn-loving 
lazy bums who do nothing but sit around 
with our faces in front of a screen. Think 
about the symbolism found in White Pine 
Press. If you haven’t noticed, on the cover of 
every issue the word “press” has a different 
pattern within it that the rest of the title 
does not have. This is a perfect example of 
subliminal messaging. They’re programming 
readers to anticipate how the word “press” 
will change between each issue. This gives 
students the desire to pick up a copy and read 
it. How does this make White Pine Press the 
best newspaper? Students become hooked on 
WPP itself. They anxiously wait by newspaper 
stands every other Thursday afternoon. 
They hoard the papers in their dorm room 
and post articles all around, fascinated by 
NMC’s unionization efforts and completely 
mind-blown when they learned that Dr. 
Seuss’ name was pronounced “Soice.” It’s 
this kind of information that people find 
addicting. They just can’t get enough of the 
well-written, entertaining and informative 
articles. They marvel at the incredible photos 
that are used in every issue. They weep at 
thought of designing the layout and creating 
the art that goes into the paper. The kind of 
power White Pine Press has over the student 
body is alarming, and there’s no evidence 
that this epidemic will end anytime soon. 
So, readers, when you read something that 
you really enjoy in an issue of the White Pine 
Press, beware. You just might get hooked too.

pws YCARE 
MY WAY a
IS Supportive

0 Planned
Parenthood
Care. No matter what.

Planned Parenthood of 
TVest and Northern Michigan

Photo by Aspen Greenbbtn

Located at 1135 East 8th Street, just a 1/2 mile from campus.

SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT ONLINE AT 
ppwnm.org
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White Pine Cross Word
ATENINFYZGLHSAE

HCRTQDHEZTBSMLS

BQIJIAJHMXEATLO

WHXRKHBOARBYPOO

KEHZETWRPORAVEN

IQ WNHMQREJDWOAV

XMSGQYAIDOUQSYR

FUIUAPGBEIDLLRS

BNTWGOJLNBGNSXH

WMKRDDWEIGPKXPK

QPTJULQSPWATCUB

GBUOJXUIDTFOCWA

ZQGZUGNFJEXUVLO

ZATFKS CAMCJOJJB

D U V R M N K E KLAX

Cat
Day
Wonderful 
Record Eagle 
Florida

SEND US A TWEE"!
OUR POLICY: White Pine Pressaccepts 
letters to the editor from members of 
the college and community. Tweets 
should be less than 140 words, written 
on a typewritter, and signed with your 
YouTube URL, email address and 
home phone number. Letters may be 
edited for clarity, grammar, spelling and 
length. Opinions expressed are not 
necessarily those of The White Pine 
Press staff or any college employee.

JAY

Russia 
Rommey 
White Pine 
Pickle 
OMG

BY MAIL:
Mail submissions to:
White Pine Press
Letters to the Editor
1701 East Front St.
Traverse City, MI 49686
BY EMAIL: whitepinepress@gmail.com 
BY FAX: (231)995-2110

Non-Discrimination Polity Notice
Northwestern Michigan College is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for 

all persons and does not unlawfully discriminate on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, religion, disability, genetic information, height, weight, marital status or veteran 
status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions, nmc.edu/ 
nondiscrimination

OPINION 05

"I went to a salon to get my brows 
cleaned up just a bit. I leaned back 
in the chair and let the lady wax 
them. The first strip came off nicely, 
but the second one hurt a lot.
Then I saw the look on the lady's 
face and I knew she would not be 
making that face if my eyebrow 
was still there."

ASPEN GREENBOTTOM

"Over Spring Break I went to the Grand 
Canyon. There was this little area where 
you could step out onto a cliff for a better 
look into the canyon, but while I was 

» out there the wind blew so hard that I 
V stumbled and fell. When I landed I was 
1 less than six inches away from the edge. I 
I almost fell into the damn Grand Canyon."

ANASTASIA ROMANOV

"I was at Lollapalooza a few years ago, 
after I had my first knee surgery, when 
I was raging my face off to some Knife 
Party. Without thinking, I started to really 
go hard when I felt a sudden shift and a 
horrid pop in my knee. I fell and couldn't 
stand on my right leg. Since I was in the 
middle of a huge, dancing crowd I just had 
to dance with a torn ACL and wait for the 
show to be over until my friend could help 
me."

SEYMOUR BUTTZ

OMG STAFF MOMENTS
Complied by the KGB

"I was sitting in West Hall and this 
girl in the basement was yelling at 
a friend on how mad she was for 
getting in trouble for bullying. She 
was mainly talking about how she 
isn't a bully. Naturally, I was looking 
her way because she was shouting 
profanity everywhere. She looked 
my way and said, 'Hi Fat Ass!' She 
totally isn't a bully at all! What a 
sweet misunderstood young lady!

MIKE HAWK

"I got kissed by Madonna. FML."

AUBREY DRAKE GRAHAM

*
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Joanna Sebawtski
Real Estate Tycoon

Dear Joanna of the Past:

Hello! I hope that you find this letter in good 
health! The current year is 2060, and man, are 
things different than when you were 20 years old 
and writing for the White Pine Press newspaper!

Do you remember those tattoos you had in 
high school and college, and how a lot of people 
you knew didn’t have tattoos or piercings? Or 
what about how your mom almost fainted when 
you came home with your nose pierced when 
you were 16? I’m sure this isn’t a shock to you, 
but everyone now has tattoos and piercings. In 
fact, Past Joanna, I now have 30 tattoos and 
counting, still have my belly button and nose 
pierced, and have added a lip piercing to the 
collection. People of your time would think that 
this is an appalling combination on a 65-year- 
old woman, but in fact, it’s completely normal 
and accepted nowadays.

Remember when you used to live in Traverse 
City in your early 20s? That’s in Michigan, 
right? Sorry, it’s been quite a few years since I’ve 
been back on Earth. You’ll never guess where 
I, or technically you, live now. That’s right: 
the Moon. Russia officially bought the moon 
in 2035 and have been leasing condos on the 
northwest side ever since. After Beyonce and 
Jay-Z finally announced that they are, in fact, 
a part of the Illuminati, and when Honey-Boo- 
Boo became the President of the United States, I 
decided to move away from the planet that they 
were about to take over. Of course, due to the 
oxygen situation, rent is significantly higher on 
the moon than it is on Earth. Good thing I can 
afford it with my new job.

Oh, that’s right! You wanted to be a journalist, 
or a photographer when you were in college, 
didn’t you? Ah, yes. I remember now. You wanted 
to become a photojournalist and travel the world 
with National Geographic. Oh my, Past Joanna, 
how times have changed. As you have probably 
guessed, marijuana is now legalized! It’s about 
time, right? Journalism was cool for a while, 
you know, interviewing people and stuff, but I 
have been a grower for the past 10 years, and 
let me tell you, it was the best career choice I 
have ever made! It supports my lifestyle of living 
on the moon quite nicely, and I never have to 
worry about finding a dealer! It pays the bills and 
helps me relax. Traveling space is so much more 
enjoyable than traveling the world, believe me. 
You’ll enjoy space.

As a kid, I remember you always dreaming 
about the future and what it would be like. 
Thoughts of flying cars, and clothes that looked 
like the fashion came straight from the Capitol 
in the Hunger Games movies, as well as talking 
dogs and cats filled your young, naive mind.

You weren’t far off. The flying car was a thing 
for a while. Unfortunately, too many people just 
couldn’t get the hang of driving, or should I say 
flying, the machines. Sadly, many great people 
died in the production and testing of these 
cars, including the actor, Daniel Craig and Lit’ 
Wayne, the popular rap “artist” of your time.

Speaking of music, thank God that people 
of your time don’t listen to that crap like 
Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley anymore. That 
stuff bored me to tears, am I right? The future 
generation only listens to EDM music, such as 
Green Milk Fuzz and That Asian Yam Farmer 
now.

So, you’re probably wondering what a 65-year- 
old in the future does for fun. Extra-curricular 
activities such as knitting, golfing and bingo are 
actually illegal now. Studies showed that boring 
activities like these truly kill older people faster 
than hard-core activities like skydiving and off
road mountain biking. Anyone found sneaking 
knitting needles into their houses are sent to a 
holding cell for the night. They don’t kid about 
these things anymore. Past Joanna, you’ll never 
guess what is popular amongst the older people 
living in the future is now. Turns out, cage 
fighting is extremely popular nowadays, and I 
find myself training for my first fight. We don’t 
fight other humans though, we fight aliens. Now 
don’t laugh, it’s a real thing! And let me tell you, 
the aliens are nothing like you see in the movies: 
they’re ferocious and bite. A lot. Aliens don’t try 
to make friends with us humans either. They’re 
selfish little bastards who just want to cage fight, 
so that’s how we interact with them.

Besides using my fists, some of the other 
things I like to do are make my own raps, you 
know, spitting the beats, and getting together 
with my “bitches” for frequent smoke sessions in 
my condo.

I know you’re probably thinking, “Wow. 
Future Joanna sounds like a good time”! You’d be 
right. The world I live in now is a different place. 
Between the new inventions like tracking devices 
placed on every wheelchair and walker, making 
it impossible for senile old people to become 
lost anymore, as well as metal mouthpieces 
called “grills” replacing dentures, I would say 
that indeed, the future is a good time. I may be 
well in my 60s, but I’m still kicking, and kicking 
hard. I still feel like the 20-year-old version of 
myself who is reading this right now, but I feel 
new and improved. This is me, but this is also 
you, past Joanna.

-Grandma 2.0.

GRANDMA HAWKE BROWSES HER TINDER ACCOUNT.
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Etsy Played a Board Game:
Monopolopoly
Etsy Auditore
Bidding Enthusiast

It’s here folks, and it’s better than ever. That’s right! It is 
time for the Board Game of the Century, and it is called 
Monopolopoly. Featuring a revolutionary design, all new game 
pieces, and a bigger, better box! Hasbro and Parker Brothers 
are proud to present what is being hailed as...

“The most invigorating, powerful, immersive, sexual thing 
I’ve ever seen! And I’ve seen lots of things!”

- Terry

“In the game of games, you win, or you die... from fun!”
- Kattrick Trimmble

“I mean it’s pretty good. I guess.”
- J. Wheelz

Clearly the critics are raving! And now, I’m the critic, and 
I’m raving mad! Foaming at the mouth! I got my hands on 
a copy last week, and I still haven’t slept a wink! Featuring 
a world first box, weighing 600 pounds, the game includes 
the classic piece designs, but with a super heavy twist! The 
fan favorite wheelbarrow, Grandma’s thimble, creepy Uncle 
Jeffs wheelbarrow, Aunt Sally’s Dog, Dad’s shoe, Cousin 
Hank’s racecar (ZOOM!), Mom’s iron, Grandpa’s hat, and 
the Queen’s own HMS Enterprise all make a return, but with 
thousands of combinations, so you and your closest friend’s 
friend’s friends of friends can play together. The Dog-boat, 
Iron-dog, Hat-thimble, thimble-hat! Each time you play you 
can be something else, so no more arguing with the missus

and subsequently destroying your 
marriage! But now, let’s talk about 
game play!

The classic board design 
returns, but instead of 
properties, each purchasable 
tile is a different monopoly 
game! Instead of the well-known 
Mediterranean Avenue, you’ll 
find yourself on Monopoly: Bass
Fishing. In order to purchase 
the tile, you must find the 
corresponding game within the 
box, and play that game until 
a winner is chosen (kind of like 
Inception Monopoly, which is
included in the box set) and the 
winner can claim the tile for their 
own! Other squares include Seinfeld 
Monopoly, instead of Kentucky 
Avenue, and Star Wars Monopoly, 
instead of the much coveted Boardwalk! Otherwise the rules 
are similar, pass go, collect money! New cards have been added 
to the community chest and chance pile, like “Find Pokemon 
Monopoly, start at Pikachu lane and play until you roll two 
fours!” But fear not, the game pieces for individual boards 
have not been included, to save unnecessary weight! Even 
Grandpa’s tractor can tow this box! Houses are now called 
“Projects” and hotels are now known as “tenements.” I’m not 
personally sure why, but I like the new pieces nevertheless!

In review, Monopolopoly presents players with many new

things, and experiences. Like a tongue twister as a name! No 
but seriously, this game blew my mind. The incredible replay 
value, the piece and square diversity, and most of all, the 
games that can last years, so you will never have to update the 
game, because you will still be playing the old one! Hasbro 
and Parker Brothers come forth with another hit, rivaling 
Nerf, My Little Pony, and even Transformers! Die-hard fans 
will find solace playing what feels like classic monopoly, and 
it is! So go forth with a mere $1,299.99, and pick up your 
copy of Monopolopoly today!

Monopolopoly. 15/10
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Potholes, Man!
Montezuma
Leader of the Universe

Pot! Now, isn’t that a loaded topic? Along 
with the topic comes a multitude of opinions 
on it, from “It will kill you!” to “It saves 
lives!”, everyone seems to have something 
to say about pot. But we re not here to talk 
about that now. We re here to talk about the 
latest Michigan fad—potholes!

With the recent decriminalization of 
marijuana in some states, popularity for the 
plant has risen. Because of this, pot users 
have been looking for new ways to smoke 
their plant. Luckily, the State of Michigan 
has picked up a new, interesting way to do so. 
Potholes frequently occur around
the state, especially during the summer. 
We’ve all hit one with our car. But what 
about the deep ones? What better to do with 
them than smoke your pot in?

The fad started in California in 1972. It 
was Ernie Smauff, 63, who first came up with 
the idea of doing something productive with 
the potholes. “Instead of spending taxpayer 
money to fill the potholes, we decided to 
make use of them,” said Smauff, who now 
spends his days in the Californian Pothole 
Community (CPC) group, who meet bi
weekly. “It’s really rewarding to have started 
something that impacts a lot of people. I 
hope everyone can enjoy the potholes as a 
gathering place instead of a random hole on 
the road.”

So what about the people in the holes? 
And the cars? “We created the CPC so we 
could gather a group and make the potholes 
safer,” Smauff said. When the CPC was 
created in 1973, they immediately began 
building bridges over the potholes for cars 
to pass. “The holes are a gathering place, 
so we decided to make it safer. Cars instead 
go over them now instead of hitting them 
while driving.” By using grassroots efforts, 
like going door-to-door and making phone 
calls, the CPC was able to raise funds for 
the bridges. “We built them all ourselves,” 
Smauff said. “It was a lot of hard work, but 
now no one’s worried about a car ruining

their time and drivers are less worried about 
the damage to their car.”

For Michigan, the fad only started getting 
popular last year. Along with the fad came 
the Michigan Pothole Community (MPC) 
who collaborate with Ernie Smauff and the 
CPC to make Michigan potholes the best 
they can be. The leader of the MPC is a 
woman named Kelly Grainsborough. She 
brought the idea to Michigan after taking a 
two week trip to Sacramento, which is one 
of the places that the CPC has an office. 
“I remember walking around Cali looking 
for something to do,” said Grainsborough. 
“I asked a local what there was to do and 
they suggested a pothole. Some of my best 
friends from Cali are the ones I met in the 
potholes!” So, after having such a wonderful 
experience, Grainsborough brought the 
idea to Michigan. Now there are six major, 
established potholes: Grand Rapids, Detroit, 
Saginaw, Kalamazoo, Frankenmuth, and our 
very own Traverse City.

In Traverse City, the pothole is known 
as “the Reef.” The pothole can be found 
over on Broomhead Road. However, many 
people just smoke cigarettes in the holes. 
Tom Kelley is a man who frequents the Reef 
weekly. “A lot of people have their medical 
card so they can smoke, but the people who 
want to just hang out bring a pack of cigs. 
They stay for hours,” Kelley said. He enjoys 
the atmosphere. “The kind of people who 
come to the Reef are the kind who genuinely 
want to meet new people. I like those kinds 
of people.” The Reef has an interesting vibe. 
It looks like a normal pothole on the outside, 
but resembles a building on the inside. The 
walls of the pothole are decorated with local 
artwork and there’s always local musicians 
playing through a radio built into the hole. 
“The MPC did a really good job with this 
hole,” said Kelley “It’s my favorite hang out.”

For more information on 
potholes in Michigan, go to www. 
michiganpotholehangout.com.

CITY. OPERA-HOUSE n
The most

’ globe-trotting, 
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on the planet.
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roots in the Michigan music .. .. * ’ - 
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ths weepies
Singer-songwriters Deb Talan and Steve Tannen began writing 

together the night they met, and soon formed indie band The Weepies. 
On the strength of their simple yet insightful songwriting and distinctiveOn the strength of their simple yet insightful songwriting and distinctive 
harmonies, they guietly sola more than a million records, with over 

17 million streams on Spotify, and 20 million views on YouTube.
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NMC Outsourcing
Anastasia Romanov
World Traveler

With the passage of the unionization efforts, the 
NMC faculty has finally gotten everything they have 
ever desired. One million dollar salaries are being hand
ed out left and right and tenure is now called towure, as 
it is being offered to brand new staff members. With the 
wage increase, tuition at NMC has skyrocketed, mak
ing the school more expensive to attend than Harvard, 
Oxford, and Princeton combined. With this tuition 
hike, enrollment has sagged to a weary 200 students.
You would think that with only 200 students and an 
abundance of millionaire faculty to teach them, students 
would be happy with their pricey education. Alas, the 
student testimony says otherwise.

“I can never understand what my professor is say
ing,” says Robert Smirnoff, son of the Smirnoff Vodka 
fortune. “He mumbles as if he doesn’t even know Eng
lish well. Why would I take my English 111 class if the 
teacher doesn’t even speak it? I should be taking Hindi 
111!” Smirnoff refers to the fact that his teacher, Sangeed 
Patel, has taken one semester of high school level English 
courses in preparation for his new teaching job.

That’s right, NMC has begun outsourcing jobs to 
India. Since faculty’s demands were so great and the ad
ministration had no choice but to meet them, NMC has 
fired all adjuncts and outsourced their jobs to willing In

dian teachers. Students are outraged, administration is 
embarrassed, faculty could not care less, and the Indian 
professors are overjoyed.

Patel states, “Mai NMC ke bina yaha avasara mila 
hai kabhi nahi hoga.” We had to translate it pheneti- 
cally since we don’t know Hindi. “Unhonne mujhe baa 
sam’mana hai aura eka naya jivana laya hai. Prasasana 
aura ve bharata ke li’e kiya hai sabhi ke li’e unake 
parivard ko asirvada” Well, there you have it. The en
tire Indian staff agrees with Patel and feels unanimous in 
their feelings towards NMC and America. Newly unem
ployed adjuncts don’t feel as strongly about the new part- 
timers, as Billy Pilgrim states, “Hey, f*** those guys!”

We reached out to the newly appointed President of 
NMC, but he refused to comment. When we contacted 
his secretary she apologized for his inability to comment 
in English then sent us this statement: “Mai bharata me 
isa taraha ke eka bakavasa cheda me tabdila ho gaya tha, 
isa naukari mila ga’i bhagavana ka sukra hai” The state
ment couldn’t have come sooner and we’re guessing it 
means something like NMC is the best. Who knows. 
Happy studying! Or should we say, Adhyayana kara 
khusa!

YOUR PATHWAY
TO A BETTER FUTURE
Grand Valley in Traverse City gives you all the education options and 
opportunities you need to finish your degree in Northern Michigan.

Bachelor’s degree in liberal studies. Flexible, career-centered program 
with the following concentrations. Or create your own path to a degree.

• Behavioral science • Health and human development
• Child development and society (premed and prePA)
• Environmental leadership • Law and society (prelaw)

Health care programs. Explore our nursing R.N. to B.S.N. program or 
prepare for our new master’s degree in physician assistant studies.

Connect to more. Or let us help you explore 86 other bachelor’s 
degrees available in Allendale and Grand Rapids.

APPLY NOW!
Convenient I Affordable I Flexible I Career focused 
(231)995-1785 (888)922-1785 gvsu.edu/traverse
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Water Roads of Michigan
Anastasia Romanov
World Traveler

If you’ve ever driven out of the state 
before, you know exactly when you leave 
Michigan. On the borders, roads become 
smooth and silky like an endless concrete 
blanket designed solely for your comfort. 
Lawmakers in Michigan know that the roads 
here suck, and they are really tired of all of 
our pissing and whining about them, so Rick 
Snyder has proposed a bill that is circling 
through the State Senate for the demolition 
of all state owned roads. That’s right, no more 
whining about potholes and rocks cracking 
your windshield. Governor Snyder even 
posted a gloating response to the bill on his 
Twitter feed, saying, “Suck it, Michiganders. 
No one messes with the The Gov! #Wrecked.”

So what does the new bill propose? 
A logical yet outrageous alternative to 
Michigan’s roadways. Here’s a hint: have you 
ever heard of Venice, Italy? Waterways would 
be far more efficient than roadways, Snyder 
claims in the bill’s introduction: “We’re a state 
surrounded by water. I mean, come on, how 
am I the first person to think of this?” The 
White Pine Press got an exclusive fax from 
Snyder’s office asking us to quietly look over 
and proofread the bill, so we knew instantly 
that it had to be published. Here is the bill the
Snyder administration sent us:

“Yo, Dogs, it’s Rick Snyder, lol, more like 
Dick Snyder amiright? So anyway, here’s the 
plan: We take out the roads and dig water 
roads so like all the Michigan people have to 
boat to work. Like have MI be divided into 
tiny islands with businesses on them, know 
what I’m saying? I think it would work, I 
mean, I’m a freaking genius here, right?”

That’s it. That is all it said. They sent 
us that as a fax. A 1990s-styled fax. They 
then called us and asked if we would mind 
proofreading it so it was “public-ready” for 
when Snyder’s stunt double read it to the 
Senate. Begrudgingly, we revised it to this.

Water Roads of Michigan Bill, 2015
IN THE SENATE OF THE STATE OF 

MICHIGAN
March 27, 2015

Introduced by Governor SNYDER and 
referred to the Committee ofTransportation

A bill to amend 2007, PA 300, entitled 
“No Water Roads in Michigan,” by amending 
section 710 (MCL 257.710e) as amended by 
1999 PA 29.

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF 
MICHIGAN ENACT:

All roads previously paved with the 
following: cement, brick, pebbles, chip-n-

seal or other, will be mandatorily transformed 
into waterways. Remove any pavement and 
dig approximately 10 feet deep until water is 
present.

(a) Lanes will be issued on these roads by a 
path of buoys. Road rules and regulations will 
be the same as of March 27, 2015.

A motor vehicle manufactured and/or 
purchased on or before March 27, 2015 
must undergo mandatory inspection and 
maintenance to ensure the vehicle is buoyant.

Any and all mailboxes three feet or less to 
a waterway must be anchored using anchors 
between 10 and 50 regulation pounds.

Any and all recreational boating vehicles 
are to remain docked until they are configured 
for regulated water road driving.

(a) Turn signals on both the front and back 
of the vehicle.

(b) Headlights on the front of the vehicle 
and tail lights on the back.

(c) A horn to alert other vehicles.

This is all that we at the White Pine 
Press could decipher from Snyder’s cryptic 
and childish fax. We were told that this 
plan will go into effect in July of 2015 so 
boaters can more easily get to their favorite 
docking spots to enjoy their celebrations of 
Independence. When Snyder’s secretary told 
us this over the phone, a loud and intoxicated 
Snyder could be heard in the back yelling, 
“AMERICAAAAAA!”

This bill seems like quite the piece of work, 
but several members of the Senate have been 
supporting it already. Democratic Senator, 
Jim Ananich, recently tweeted, “Oh hellz 
yeah! Now I can show off my speed boat to the 
ladies at KMart! #HiImASenator.” Though 
the bill is winning over a lot of influence, 
there have been some lawmakers who are 
against the idea of turning cars into boats and 
demolishing “perfectly good” roads. Senator 
Judy K. Emmons tweets, “Are you f***ing 
kidding me? #WaterRoads” and later posted a 
Vine of her sitting in a kayak in the middle of 
1-75 yelling at traffic, “DOES THIS LOOK 
LIKE ITS SUPPOSED TO BE WATER TO 
YOU?” while traffic honked in anguish.

The roads may not be as “perfectly good” 
as Senator Emmons proposes, but they are 
definitely better than water roads. You think 
it’s scary when a semi is driving behind you? 
Imagine if you were in a 14-foot pontoon 
with a max speed of 20mph and here comes 
the largest ship on the lakes, PaulR. Tregurtha, 
right behind you. I don’t know about you, but 
I would sure pee a little. Water roads seem like 
a stupid idea, and I highly suggest that we all 
write letters to our favorite Senators until we 
convince Governor Snyder to kill the bill.

Graphics by Anastasia Romanov
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Sheep Seen Smoking on Campus
Yogi Bear
Grandma of the Year

The NMC campus has been infiltrated. The 
offenders were hooded and cloaked in true 
culprit attire, the typical Tom and Dick cross 
over first, Harry and Jane are close behind with 
Sally, Betty Lou, and others tottering across the 
border. Wandering and lost sheep make their 
late morning trek through the fence and onto 
the NMC Aspen parking lot’s snow-covered, 
green space border.

For most of the semester, with temperatures 
below freezing, the lost sheep are rather 
concealed and protected from the winds as 
they huddle between the lofty piles of beautiful 
white snow. The lost sheeps presence would 
have gone unnoticed except for the odoriferous 
rising gray smoke from the horrendously 
popular menthol cigarette that waifs through 
the air greeting NMC students, faculty, and 
museum visitors. The wandering sheep are 
seemingly oblivious to the fact that the NMC 
campus is flame and toxic fume-free, a true 
non-smoking campus.

Recently, the all-too-common stench 
coming from the lost sheep huddle greeted the 
students leaving Scholars Hall pre-noon hour.

The 10 sheep assembled with their backs to the 
parking lot are fully exposed; the snow banks 
are melting but the air is still cripplingly cold. 
At the same time, campus security is driving 
through. Certainly the gathered lost sheep will 
scatter, certainly campus security would spot 
the small herd and disperse their presence and 
illegal activity. This was not to be; security was 
performing their parking lot drive/zip through 
and the lost sheep seem to have found a home. 
Had security stopped their vehicle and actually 
got out and walked the parking lot, the whiff of 
the unmistakable toxic fume clouds encircling 
the northwest corner of Aspen lot would have 
been noticeable. Ahh, a missed opportunity for 
security in action.

If you’re wondering why Friday is nearly 
void of the flock of lost sheep, it turns out 
many of the flock view Friday as a day of 
mourning for their lost friends who did not 
make it across Front Street earlier in the week. 
One day the lost sheep may fondly reflect upon 
their illegal activity and border-crossing days 
from their hospital beds as they cough up their 
black lungs in agony.

Photo by Anastasia Romanov
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